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Abstract: While different vehicle configurations enter the AAM market, airlines declare different
ticket fares for their operations. This research investigates the operating cost of an airline and the
economic viability with the announced fare per km rates. For this purpose, three use cases in the
metropolitan area of Hamburg showcase representative applications of an AAM system, whereby a
flight trajectory model calculates a flight time in each case. The direct operating cost are investigated
for each use case individually and are sub-classified in five categories: fee, crew, maintenance, fuel
and capital costs. Here, each use case has its own cost characteristics, in which different cost elements
dominate. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis shows the effect of a variation of the flight cycles and
load factor, that influences the costs as well as the airline business itself. Based on the occurring
cost, a profit margin per available seat kilometer lead to a necessary fare per km, that an airline has
to charge.

Keywords: urban air mobility; advanced air mobility; cost modeling; direct operating cost; profit
margin; ticket price; intra-city; airport shuttle; regional mobility

1. Introduction

In line with the Gartner Hype Cycle, the perception of advanced air mobility (AAM)
is already fading before the continuous market entry phase begins. In this time, there are
many projects focused on the development of new vehicle configurations and designs.
However, most of the available funding is concentrated on a few vehicle projects [1]. It
seems that the competition between several manufactures is more present than ever and the
manufacturers are taking positions in different use cases. Volocopter and Archer already
demonstrated the capability of their vehicles in test flights, while certificating their vehicles
to entry into service in the coming years [2,3]. The Chinese manufacturer EHang is one step
further and started business in South East Asia selling a 20 min flight for roughly 50 € [4,5].
Limitations and integration hurdles of AAM operations have already been investigated and
pictured in the case of Zurich, Switzerland [6,7]. Next to resources of vertiports and aircraft,
operations, policies and the economics limit an UAM network as well. This study dips into
the economics of an AAM airline considering the cost and a deduction to a required ticket
fare to operate economically. The FAA defines UAM as an automated aircraft operation in
lower altitudes independent of any payload. Additionally, this application works for urban
and suburban areas. On top of that, regional use cases outside of urban areas increase the
scope of UAM. This expansion will be called Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) in this study,
which consists of urban, suburban and rural areas [8].

In total, this study examines three use cases for the Hamburg area and northern
Germany. Each use case consists of a combination of vehicle performance and an origin
destination pair as presented in Section 3. By varying different cost parameters, the cost
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characteristics for each use case are described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Furthermore, the
potential revenue for an itinerary is examined, so that the economics can be evaluated.
Based on these results, an airline can verify its operations to be economically viable as
shown in Section 4.5.

2. Cost and Revenue Modeling
2.1. Airline Business

The total travel time T can be expressed as a sum of three individual terms [9].

T = t f ixed + t f light + tschedule (1)

All ground activities in the vertiport such as boarding or ticket checks are (highly) de-
pendent on the business model of a vertiport operator as well as the vertiport infrastructure
itself. Since heuristics to evaluate travel time in a vertiport have already been analyzed by
Preis [10], they are summarized as t f ixed and are not subject to further analysis. Instead,
we focus on modeling and estimating the influence of flight time (t f light) on the operating
costs of an AAM airline. The AAM flight duration t f light will be calculated and used for
cost evaluations. The concerning model will be explained in Section 2.2.1. The last term
tschedule represents the timetable of an airline, which is part of an airline business plan and
no object of further analysis here.

Operating profit is generally defined as the difference between income and expenses.
For airlines in particular, the income is a product of the sold passenger seats, expressed as
Revenue Passenger Kilometer (RPK), and its ticket fare (Yield), while the expenses are the
Available Seat Kilometers (ASK) multiplied by the unit costs (Unit) [9].

Pro f it = RPK · Yield − ASK · Unit (2)

In this formula, the term Unit summarizes the averaged financial expenses of an
operator for each flown kilometer. The unit cost is a direct link to a cost model. Assuming
that the tickets sold cover the airlines’ expenses, a cost model can infer a ticket fare given
for an Average Load Factor (ALF). However, an airfare system as well as the RPK are part
of an airline business model. While the RPK are linked to the total demand, the Yield can
be deduced from the DOC with the aim to operate economically. Therefore, this study does
not analyze any capacities, neither for airlines nor for vertiports.

2.2. Cost Modeling

The general structure of the direct operating cost (DOC) model in this study refers to
the CeRaS model of manned aviation [11]. This study structures the DOC into five cost
elements.

• Fee charges;
• Maintenance and overhaul;
• Capital and depreciation;
• Fuel;
• Crew.

Each cost element will be described separately while labeling it with a cost object C.
For this purpose, each cost element has a specific input set, which comes from the mission,
the vehicle data or the airlines business. The last input describes the usage of a vehicle
effecting the potential flight cycles (FC) per time segment. To calculate the FC per day,
the calculated flight time for each use case will be computed by taking the vehicle data
and mission profiles from Section 3 into account. All inputs and assumptions for the DOC
model are summed up in Appendix B.

2.2.1. Flight Cycles

For the prediction of flight profiles regarding time of flight, vertical and horizontal
velocities, altitudes as well as the mission specific consumed energy, a trajectory calculation
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is carried out based on a point mass moving according to Newton’s laws [12]. Figure 1
presents an exemplary flight profile.
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Figure 1. Exemplary simplified flight profile: (a) altitude over distance, (b) vertical acceleration over
flight time and (c) horizontal acceleration over flight time.

The simplified flight profile starts with a vertical acceleration phase, inducing an initial
vertical climb (phase 1). In phase 2, starting with green dot, the vehicle climbs with a
varying trajectory inclination angle, following a parabolic curve until reaching the top of
climb (green square). This curve is generated by superimposing a horizontal acceleration
and a vertical deceleration. During cruise (phase 3), we assume a constant altitude and
cruise speed. At end of cruise flight (blue square), parabolic (phase 4) and vertical descent
phases (phase 5) are conducted in analogy to phases 1 and 2, but in reverse order. The
derived parameters of the total flight mission, such as flight time, flight distance and
the resulting estimated energy consumption provide crucial input for modeling direct
operating costs of individual flights. We determine the vehicle specific flight cycles per
year based on the average mission and block time of all routes. When calculating a flight
time, Equation 3 presents the link to the flight cycles (FC) per year.

Flightcycles =
operationtimeyear − downtimeyear

f lighttime + groundtime
(3)

Here, the potential yearly operation time POTpa and the yearly forced downtime DTpa
of 2748.8 h are fixed concerning Niklaß et al. [12]. The ground time is estimated roughly as
about 50% of the statistical average value of 1.83 h for conventional aviation and assumed
to be a constant value in contrast to the flight time t f light, which depends on the routing
and vehicle performance. Individual flight times are investigated based on pre-defined use
cases that are described in Section 3.

2.2.2. Landing and Terminal Fees and Navigation Charges

Unlike taxes, whose revenue can in principle be used to finance any public expenditure,
fees are used either to cover costs or must be used for a specific purpose. In this case,
a fee is a cost element that an airline has to pay to another UAM system stakeholder.
However, without knowing the future design of the UAM system, estimating the UAM
fees is associated with particularly high uncertainties. At this stage of AAM investigation,
airspace infrastructure and detailed routing have not been elaborated yet. As a solution,
we adopt established fee and cost models of general aviation. This is why this cost element
is route-independent, but distance-dependent.
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At this stage, we separate an AAM airline from a vertiport operator. As a result, a
vertiport operator acts as a further AAM stakeholder and imposes fees for its services. Since
AAM operates in urban areas, vertiports might have characteristics of a public transport
station as well as of a commercial airport. We therefore split this vertiport service fee into
a landing and a terminal component. The first part represents a passenger landing fee
(Clanding), while the second fee is a flat rate (Cterminal) per landing. Other sources of vertiport
income can be retail, car parking fees or further means of income. If an operator runs an
AAM airline and the vertiports, cost at the vertiport will still occur. However, a passenger
landing fee will be prorated in accounting.

The passenger landing fee depends on the number of passenger transported in the
vehicle. Here, the ground handling justifies this additional fee. In theory, each vertiport
and vertiport operator can charge its own passenger fare system. Since no information
about the operations in a vertiport is given, landing fees must be estimated.

Clanding = Ulanding (4)

For setting the level of landing fee Ulanding per passenger, we adopted existing prices
in manned aviation. The Ultimate Aviation Group runs a helicopter business in South
Africa where they charge a passenger fee of approx. 6 € when landing [13]. This value
is in line with the landing charge at the airport GWT in Sylt and HAJ in Hannover in
2022 [14,15].

The flat-rate landing fee represents the costs incurred by vertiports for handling the
vehicle in the infrastructure. At this point, terminal charges of manned aviation are used,
where the fee depends on the vehicle mass and country-specific parameters, to calculate a
landing charge at a vertiport [16].

Cterminal = Ut

(
MTOW

at

)bt

(5)

In the case of Frankfurt, Germany, the parameters for manned aviation are Ut =
235.56 $ (223.78e), at = 50 and bt = 0.7. In addition, the fee can be levied based on
the noise and emissions generated by the vehicle. However, due to unknown landing
procedures and vehicle performance in terms of noise emission, this study does not take
any fees for noise into account yet.

Furthermore, an air navigation service provider (ANSP), which is responsible for the
air traffic management, charges a distance-dependent fee in general. Such an ANSP does
not exist yet, so that a fare system is not established. This is why this cost model adapts an
en route charge method of general aviation [16]. Navigation costs are calculated as follows:

Cnavigation = Un

(
MTOW

an

)bn

· d (6)

with the distance d and the country-specific parameters of Un = 0.99 $/km, an = 50
and bn = 0.5 for Germany. For both Cterminal and Cnavigation, MTOW is given in metric tons.

2.2.3. Maintenance and Overhaul

According to an evaluation of general aviation traffic and their delays, technical issues
on the aircraft are the main reason for disruptions in the flight schedule [17]. In the case of
a technical issue at a vehicle, an airline has to reorganize its business and allocate available
vehicles to fulfill the flight schedule. In the event of AAM in special, the out-of-service
vehicle needs to be checked and maintained if necessary. Additionally, it blocks a parking
pad at a vertiport, which could lead to capacity constraints on the ground if not enough
space is available. Such an analysis depends on the location and the design of the vertiport
itself that is out of the scope of this investigation.

Detailed information about the AAM vehicle configurations is unknown in general.
For this reason, there is no statement about the life-cycle cost management (LCCM) of
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component assemblies or line-replaceable units (LRU). As a consequence, this study con-
siders the vehicle as one assembly and does not differentiate between different hardware or
battery systems. Previous studies already investigated maintenance intervals and possible
labor and material effort for AAM vehicle as shown in Table 1 [18].

Table 1. Maintenance schedule for UAM vehicles after certain flight hours (FH) and flight cycles
(FC) [18].

Intervals Clabor Cmaterial

100 FH 1596e 304e
200 FH 2660e 608e
1750 FC 3990e 6080e
3500 FC 5320e 15,200e

The maintenance costs are split into material costs and labor costs, while the wage of
a maintenance hour is 66.5e/h. After each 100 h and 200 h as well as after each 1750 FC
and 3500 FC, the vehicle will be maintained with respect to the mentioned effort. Here,
the maintenance is independent of the vehicle configuration and size, weight and power
(SWAP), and includes all aspects of inspection activities.

In general, there is no information about detailed cabin designs and its cleaning
procedures for an AAM vehicle yet. According to [19], a full-service car wash for a SUV or
van is about 200e. When operating with a four-passenger cabin for AAM, the interior of
both means of transport looks nearly the same, resulting in comparable cleaning procedures.
Assuming a full-service at the end of the day by operating approx. 20 flights per day, 10e
of cleaning cost accrue every FC for an AAM transport mode.

2.2.4. Capital Cost

The capital costs describe the write-off of the aircraft. Therefore, the calculation of the
annuity consists of several fixed values for the interest rate (IR), depreciation period (DP)
and the residual value factor ( fRV) [11].

a = IR ·
1 − fRV(

1
1+IR )

DP

1 − ( 1
1+IR )

DP
(7)

IR = 0.05, DP = 10 in years and fRV = 0.1 are set as fix values for every use case [12].
This is why the value a = 0.1216 is constant in this study. Additionally, the insurance rate
( f Ins) is fixed to 0.5%. Finally, the capital cost per flight cycle is an expression of the unit
cost as a function of the Operating Empty Weight (OEW), insurance rate and the annuity.
The cost per OEW COEW depends on the vehicle and its price on the market and varies
among the three use cases.

Ccapital = COEW · OEW · a + f Ins
FC

(8)

While EHang has set a unit price for its vehicle, unit prices for the Joby S4, Lilium Jet
and Archer Midnight do not exist yet. On the other side, airlines like United Airlines from
the US and Azul from Brazil announced a declaration of intent for the Archer and Lilium
configuration. Based on the monetary volume of the declarations, a unit price for each
aircraft is deviated. Figure 2 shows the unit price of the vehicles over their operating empty
weight (OEW). In this case, the OEW includes all necessities to fulfill a mission without
having a payload and an optional pilot on-board. To enhance comparability, deputies of
existing helicopters and general aviation aircraft are added to Figure 2 as well as their Entry
Into Service (EIS).
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Figure 2. Estimated unit cost per OEW for EHang 216 [20,21], Lilium Jet [22,23], Archer
Midnight [24,25], Joby S4 [26,27], Piper PA-28-181 Archer III LX [28,29], Cirrus Vision SF50 [30,31],
Citation CJ3+ [32,33], Bell 505 [34,35], Leonardo SH09 [36,37]; all vehicles labeled are with their EIS.

Different vehicle configurations are indicated by different markers. AAM vehicles
are marked in red while helicopters and aircraft of general aviation are marked in blue
and green. The dashed line presents a linear fit by taking the AAM vehicle into account,
consisting of a slope m and an axis intercept b. Here, the unit price increases with the OEW
of the aircraft. As a reference to general aviation, this figure includes three examples of
manned aviation, Piper Archer, Cirrus Vision SF50 and a Citation CJ3+. Their passenger
capacity ranges from five to eight seats including a pilot. All examples of general aviation
and the helicopters fit to the SWAP of the presented AAM and are quite in line with the red
linear fit.

This study assumes that an airline buys the aircraft by the OEM at any time. Aircraft
leasing as an established financing form in other transport modes has not been considered
yet. Whenever leasing is introduced to AAM, this DOC model needs to be adapted around
the cost element Ccapital .

2.2.5. Fuel Cost

The consumed energy en route depends on the flight trajectory including vertical and
horizontal flight phases, as well as the vehicle configuration itself. While the calculation
of the flight time and FC per day uses a detailed flight trajectory, the energy consumption
depends on the flight distance only in this study. Due to the fact, that the consumed
energy during vertical and horizontal flight phases are not known for several vehicle
configurations, this study refers to the previous work of Sripad and Viswanatha [38].

Assuming every vehicle operates as fully electrical, the energy consumption has to be
multiplied by the relevant energy price. Current developments in the energy business act
on C f uel directly. In general, energy prices increase, while detailed forecasts include a set of
uncertainties [39]. Since the energy price per kWh varies and business concepts for AAM
applications are not negotiated yet, this study sets the energy price to Cenergy = 0.4 e/kWh
as a conservative derivation of the energy price in Germany in November 2022 [40].
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2.2.6. Crew

With the EIS of AAM a pilot on board is expected during flight operations [41]. From
the passengers’ point of view a pilot on board offers confidence while an airline plans
operation without a crew, so that the vehicle operates autonomous [42]. An airline has
three major benefits when operating without a pilot: (1) reducing human factors in their
business concept, (2) increasing the ASK since one more seat can be sold to a passenger and
(3) decreasing labor cost when no pilot have to be paid. For this investigation, only the last
item has an impact on the DOC model. In a first step, the cost model includes a pilot salary
(Ccrew), as long as the regarded vehicle offers a pilot seat. Therefore, the US Department of
Labor published statistics of pilot wages in the US, in which the median for airline pilots,
copilots and flight engineers is 160,970 $ in 2020 [43].

3. Pre-Defined Use Case

To evaluate the costs for an AAM flight, this study investigates different applications.
For this purpose, this analysis takes three different use cases into account that have already
been drafted by Asmer [44]. Based on these mission designs, this study applies the pre-
defined use cases to the metropolitan area of Hamburg. Therefore, Table 2 presents the
coordinates for the considered origins and destination.

Table 2. Locations for investigated use cases.

Location Latitude Longitude

Main Train Station 53.550923 10.007651
Finkenwerder 53.539741 9.824558
HAM, Fuhlsbüttel 53.626307 10.001671
GWT, Sylt 54.912127 8.330815

The locations are picked based on the purpose of the mission profiles. However,
this does not take any demand analysis or practicability of the vertiports into account.
Each presented vertiport performs as an infinite source of ground handling and airspace
capacities with no limitations to the flight operations.

The following sub sections describe the three use cases in detail. All vehicle informa-
tion are summed up in Appendix A. Each use case presents one example of a potential
application in the metropolitan area of Hamburg. They serve as a showcase to calculate the
costs only without making any statement about the eligibility of the itineraries.

3.1. Intra City

According to the pre-defined use case Intra City, the travel distance goes up to 50 km
while a vehicle can carry two up to four passengers. Since vertiports are located in ur-
ban areas where constructions around limit take-off and landing procedures, a multirotor
configuration for vertical take-off and landing is recommended [44]. For the city of Ham-
burg, with a population of 1.8 million located within an area of 20 km radius, the EHang
216 fits to the requirements, which is an autonomous two-seater with a maximum range of
35 km [4,45]. The connection between the Main Train Station in Hamburg and the manu-
facturer Airbus in Finkenwerder is suitable for a representative route for the intra-city use
case. Its distance comprises 12.13 km.

3.2. Airport Shuttle

The second exemplary use case describes the Airport Shuttle, in which a passenger
wants to travel to or go from the airport. While the travel distance does not exceed 30 km,
a vehicle configuration with enough room for additional luggage is needed [44]. A lift
and cruise configuration, representative of the Archer Midnight at this point, serves this
application. In this case, the vehicle can carry up to four passengers and one pilot [3]. For
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this study, the airport HAM is connected with the vertiport located in Finkenwerder, so
that a travel distance of 15.11 km results from this origin destination pair.

3.3. Regional Air Mobility

To cover a wide area with AAM, the last use case connects distant cities. The inter-city
use case represents a regional application in which the travel distance exceeds 100 km while
carrying six to ten passengers. On longer routes, a multicopter does not fit well due to the
energy consumption and cruise speed [44]. This is why this study takes a Lilium Jet having
wings for the lift as a vehicle to fulfill the regional mission. This vehicle has a capacity
of seven seats while traveling more than 250 km with 280 km/h [46]. As an example, to
represent the regional use case, this study investigates the route between the Main Train
Station in Hamburg and the airport GWT of Sylt, which are located 186.35 km apart.

4. Results and Discussion

In the following chapter, direct operating costs (DOC) and revenues are estimated for
all UAM use cases considered. In Section 4.1, the DOC are first provided for a baseline
scenario. Since DOC estimations for UAM is subject to particularly high uncertainties,
sensitivity analyses are conducted in Section 4.2 for those parameters with particularly
high leverage and benchmarked against the baseline case.

4.1. Base Scenarios

For all use cases, lateral flight tracks and base case DOC estimates are shown in Figure 3.
Since different flight tracks are conceivable for each use case, analyzed routes (gray squares)
are visualized relative to the great circle connections. For the great circle trajectories,
characteristic starting points of the main flight phases are highlighted as squares and circles
in green and blue (compare Figure 1). Our analyzed route of the intra-city flight (Figure 3a)
is 13.3% longer than the shortest possible connection. For the airport shuttle (Figure 3c),
the detour factor is 7.1%, for the regional air mobility 16.7% (Figure 3e). Corresponding
DOCs are pictured as nested circular charts. For a conservative DOC estimate, a detour
factor of +30% is applied to all charts.

Since there is no pilot on board in use case 1, Figure 3b does not show any crew cost.
The DOC for the intra-city use case are mainly driven by maintenance and overhaul costs,
which scale with a high frequency due to a short flight time. Terminal and landing fees do
not scale with the length of an itinerary, but with the landing only. Since the total DOC on
this use case is the lowest, the fraction of landing and terminal fees is greater than 25%.

Regarding use case 2, the Archer Midnight can carry up to five people, including one
pilot. For this purpose, the airframe has to provide enough stability for the payload and
the battery pack. As long as the OEW of the Archer Midnight cannot be reduced and the
price per OEW keeps as high as described in Section 2.2.4, the capital costs, which scale
linearly with OEW, dominate this use case.

Lastly, the Lilium Jet operates on the regional use case. Due to the distance and the
energy unit price described in Section 2.2.5, almost 50% of the DOC include fuel costs.
Changes on the energy unit price have a major impact on the total DOC here. Because of
the energy consumption on this itinerary and the uncertainty of energy price forecasts, this
use case depends on the energy market and its availability.

All three use cases show different DOC characteristics by reason of vehicle perfor-
mance and mission profile. Breaking down the distance, Table 3 shows the DOC per ASK.
All results are presented with a LF of 100%.
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Figure 3. Flight track and DOC for each use case in a base scenario.

Table 3. DOC per ASK while LF = 1.

Use Case Pax DOC DOC/AS DOC/ASK

1 Intra City 2 62.07e 31.04e 2.59e/km
2 Airport Shuttle 4 231.30e 57.83e 3.86e/km
3 Regional 6 700.83e 116.81e 0.63e/km

In all three cases, an airline has to bring up the presented DOC per cycle. Split over
the distance on each flight, the DOC per ASK indicates the occurring cost per seat and
kilometer. While the DOC per ASK for use case 1 and 2 are in same range, this metric
decreases on longer flights such as on the regional use case. If an airline cannot operate its
mission with a LF of one, the left-over passengers have to carry the remaining cost so that
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an airline is economically viable. According to Formula (2), the airline deals with the cost
reallocation by handling the ticket fare per passenger.

4.2. Sensitivity

While every cost element has its own set of impact factors, every sensitivity analysis
in this study considers each cost element as a locked subsystem. This is why this sensitivity
analysis does not consider the details of certain cost elements, but handle the DOC in total.

4.2.1. Variation of Flight Cycles

The potential FC per day per aircraft varies among the three use cases. This is mainly
driven by the flight time to fulfill the defined mission. Table 4 presents the flight time for
each use case calculated by the trajectory model that is described in Section 2.2.1.

Table 4. Flight time and cycles for each use case assuming 300 operation days per year; flight cycles
presented per year (a−1) and per day (d−1).

Use Case Flight Time Flight Cycles Flight Cycles

1 Intra-City 11.6 min 5874 a−1 19.58 d−1

2 Airport Shuttle 12.0 min 5836 a−1 19.45 d−1

3 Regional 56.6 min 3389 a−1 11.30 d−1

The OEM Joby expects 12 h of operations per day for intra-city applications [27]. In
the case of 20 FC per day, this assumption implies a new flight every 36 min by operating
300 days per year. Influences such as weather impact, airspace closings or demand gaps are
not considered in the detailed FC analysis. Furthermore, an investigation of the necessary
time for ground handling does not count into this FC analysis as well. In order to analyze
the impact of the FC, the FC varies of 20% around the base scenario to obtain an optimistic
and conservative result. The consequences of several flight cycles per year on the DOC are
presented in Figure 4 by giving the optimistic, base and conservative scenario.

The optimistic scenario demonstrates a showcase, in which 20% additional FC can
be operated on each use cases in comparison to the calculated base scenario. In contrast,
the conservative scenario assumes 80% of the base FC. When regarding the DOC, the FC
influences the capital and crew costs. In both cases, these cost elements have a fixed price
tag per year, which an airline has to pay annually. The more flights that can be done, the
more flights are available to carry those cost elements. On the contrary, fee charges, fuel
cost and maintenance and overhaul cost accrue with the flight time and FCs.

As a result, the DOC increases for every use case when less FCs can be done per year.
Since there is no crew planned on use case 1, only the capital cost shows a rise. While there
is a pilot on-board in use cases 2 and 3, there is a rise for crew and capital cost there. It is an
airline’s goal to maximize the utilization of their aircraft fleet to keep the DOC per cycle as
low as possible.

Alongside the airline, the vertiport operator as a further stakeholder contributes to the
AAM business as well. Whenever a vertiport operator applies for approval to integrate
a vertiport into the airspace operations, several factors need to be evaluated. Next to
ecological impacts and the integration in the construction site, the necessity for aviation
operations contributes to the approval procedure [47]. If not enough FCs can be proven,
that underlines the need for a certain vertiport location, and no corresponding authority
will permit AAM operation at this point. This restriction does not influence the airline
directly, but the AAM stakeholder in general.
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Figure 4. Different scenarios variations of FC: optimistic = 1.2 · FC, base = 1 · FC, conservative =

0.8 · FC.

4.2.2. The Impact of the Load Factor

The second sensitivity analysis considers the load factor on each cycle. Figure 5
presents the DOC per AS when having a LF of less than one. The gradient for each use case
depends on the AS per aircraft. Depending on the vehicle data and its AS, the potential
revenue seat varies among the use cases. Additionally, this image includes the FC sensitivity
analysis of Section 4.2.1.

The baseline for each use case corresponds to the FC presented in Table 4. Since there
are no further information on the dynamics of the energy consumption of the vehicles,
the cost element C f uel keeps independent of the LF. While the landing fee per revenue
seat Clanding is the only DOC input that scales with the carried passengers, all other DOC
elements are unaffected by the revenue seats. In comparison to a variation of the FC,
changes of the LF have a greater impact on the DOC per revenue seat. From an airline
perspective, this insight has a consequence on the business model. To reduce the DOC per
ASK, an operator focuses on a high LF instead of many FC in a certain time section. As
long as an on-demand mobility service can provide a higher LF than a fixed flight schedule
with greater FC, on-demand flights lead to lower DOC for an airline.
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Figure 5. DOC per revenue seat in € with different FC and LF scenarios, use case 1 in green diamonds,
use case 2 in red circles and use case 3 in blue triangles.

4.3. Comparison to General Aviation

This chapter provides an overview about the benefit in the aspects of energy consump-
tion and time saving of AAM in comparison to manned aviation. Since a general aviation
service does not exist for the first two use cases, this comparison only works for the regional
itinerary Hamburg–Sylt. In this case, a Cessna Citation Jet CJ2+ starts at Hamburg HAM
going to Sylt GWT and returns. Corresponding flight tracks for the itineraries are presented
in Figure 6.

Longitude

La
ti
tu
d
e

Figure 6. Flight track of a Cessna Citation CJ2+ between HAM and GWT.
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Presented trajectory and the calculation of the consumed fuel for the Citation CJ2+ is
based on Lührs [48]. Due to airspace restrictions, the flight trajectory of forward run and
return differ as well as the consumed fuel. Table 5 shows the time and energy aspects of
a general aviation flight from HAM to GWT. The fuel price is linked to the jet fuel price
monitor of IATA (1.148 $/kg) [49].

Table 5. General aviation flight from HAM to GWT and return in comparison to regional AAM (use
case 3) in terms of travel distance, travel time and fuel cost.

Distance tFlight ∆tFlight Fuel C f uel ∆ f uel

HAM-GWT 100.74 km 25.2 7 min −54.8% 187 kg 203.94 € −37.2%
GWT-HAM 111.56 km 27.59 min −50.5% 206 kg 224.66 € −30.8%
Regional AAM 186.33 km 55.70 min - nA 324.54 € -

To compare the existing flight trajectories between HAM and GWT, use case 3, named
Regional AAM in Table 5, shows a benchmark in which the travel time and fuel costs are
compared. Here, the flights with the Citations CJ2+ offer a benefit in terms of travel time
and fuel cost.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.5, the energy cost for the Lilium Jet implies two uncer-
tainties. On the one hand, the energy consumption of the flight applies on an energy
consumption model, in which the energy use is given per km independent of any flight
trajectory. This is why the energy consumption serves as an orientation, but does not
describe a precise flight. On the other hand, the energy price on the market for electricity is
a subject of conditions. These conditions can be the availability on the market, contracts
between an energy service provider and the airline or influenced by a vertiport operator.

4.4. Review of the Results

As described in Section 2.1, an airline’s objective is to maximize profit. Therefore, unit
costs must be reduced to a pre-defined limit while the product of RPK and yield should be
as high as possible. As shown in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, the FC and the ALF influence the
DOC per ASK. While the capital and crew cost per ASK decrease with the utilization of the
vehicles, a pilot on-board blocks one potential passenger seat additionally as described in
Section 2.2.6. On one side, the cost element Ccrew omits when there is no pilot on-board. On
the other hand, the reduced costs can be distributed to one additional seat. The sensitivity
analysis has shown that a high LF of the vehicle has a major impact on the DOC per ASK.
However, this study does not consider changes in the energy consumption while operating
with a different LF. This is why the cost element C f uel is fixed per use case.

As mentioned before, this study describes the modeling of the DOC only, while indirect
cost, such as marketing, overhead and customer service, are part of the airline-specific
business. In addition to that, the airline income depends on the attractiveness of the airline
that is influenced by the airline offer, the structure of the population and the competition
to further transport modes. After setting up an airline business in combination with the
passenger behavior in a certain region, the revenue for AAM can be estimated. For this
purpose, an airline has to build up a network, in which the profit will be maximized.
Previous analysis demonstrated the potential effects of a schedule and an on-demand
service by varying FC and LF. In contrast to an airline that maximizes its profit, a public
transport service provider optimizes its network in order to maximize the transported
passengers or to include area-wide destinations simultaneously [50]. This approach focuses
on the amount of carried passengers, where a detailed understanding of the passenger
decision and population structure of the area under investigation is necessary.

4.5. Economic Viability

The total operating cost (TOC), as a sum of the DOC and indirect operating cost (IOC),
are airline specific and depend on influences that are not the objective of this research. As
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a reason, the DOC can be set as a pre-defined percentage of the TOC. Two scenarios are
presented in Figure 7 [12].
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Figure 7. Visualization of the profit margin for an optimistic and conservative TOC set up [12].

In both cases, optimistic and conservative, the profit margin as the quotient of revenue
and TOC is fixed to a healthy margin of 10% [51]. By regarding the passenger behavior
and a ticket fare system, the TOC can be evaluated in a loop simulation. Whenever the
revenue leads to a defined profit margin by a given ticket fare and DOC, an airline can
operate economically. Previous analyses of FC and LF are not influenced qualitatively by
introducing TOC to the analysis. Existing effects do not change their character when scaling
them with a factor, in this case adding IOC to achieve the TOC. After setting up a healthy
10% revenue margin to the TOC, an airline can determine a required fare system to operate
economically. In order to ensure a solid profitability, the assumed profit margin of 10%
is set to be more conservative than the annual net profit margin of 7.8% for conventional
aviation in 2019 [52]. Table 6 presents the necessary fare per km in order to achieve the 10%
profit margin.

Table 6. Fare per km giving an optimistic and conservative DOC share rate.

Use Case Optimistic Conservative

Intra City 4.1e/km 5.7e/km
Airport Shuttle 6.1e/km 8.5e/km
Regional 1.0e/km 1.4e/km

While this fare system does not take a distance-independent base fare into account,
the fare per km has to cover the full amount of the costs. Assuming that the OEMs operate
the AAM by themselves, Archer announced a cost-per-mile (CPM) of 3.00–4.00 $/mi that is
equivalent to 1.77–2.36e/km [53]. Further studies estimate a CPM of less than 3 $/mi for
a long term perspective [54,55]. Regarding use case 2, such a CPM does not work for the
DOC model of this study to operate economically. Additionally, the calculated fare per km
in Table 6 works under the assumption of a LF equals 1. If an airline can not stick to the
ALF of one and the mentioned FC, the fare per km has to be even higher to achieve a 10%
profit margin. Previous studies have shown the impact of changes of the fare per km on the
total demand. Reducing the fare per km down to 2–3e/km in urban areas seems necessary
to expect a market size that allows vehicle rotation with a high ALF [56,57]. In comparison
to a ground-based taxi transport mode, a passenger has to pay between 1.70–2.60e as a
fare per km in Hamburg [58].
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5. Final Conclusions
5.1. Uncertainty in Modeling

AAM as a passenger transport service in Europe is still under development. No
business plans have yet been published that can be used to evaluate the DOC model in
terms of vehicle utilization or fleet size. Additionally, the DOC inputs do not refer to a
certain area of application. The energy price, construction costs for the vertiport presented
as landing fee, salaries for crew and labor are region-specific and may vary from city to
city. Additionally, further developments in inflation and insurance rates as well as in the
energy price influences the model in addition. This model does not take into account any
time-related changes in the input parameters. This aspect also applies to the production
cost of the vehicle configuration. Here, the unit price, derived from LOIs and literature
research, does not include any learning curve or scaling factors in the production. Moreover,
detailed vehicle specifications are unknown. This is why maintenance and overhaul cost as
well as the energy consumption have to estimate on an abstract level.

5.2. Airline Business

If an AAM airline sets up a business, it has two general methods of how to operate:
(1) a fixed schedule regardless of the current demand and (2) a demand service, in which
a passenger sends a request and an airline provides a vehicle. In the first case, an airline
can optimize the network to maximize vehicle utilization, investigated by varying the FC,
while it is possible that there is a mischief if not enough passengers choose the AAM mode
of transportation. This demand uncertainty has to be taken into account, representative in
the ticket fare, in order to cover flights with a low LF. On the other hand, an on-demand
service includes additional waiting time, if not enough vehicles are available to carry all
passengers from one starting point. In that case, external vehicles have to be transported to
where they are needed. From the perspective of an airline, empty flights are not desirable,
since costs are incurred, but no revenue can be generated. In both scenarios, understanding
passenger behavior is necessary to understand the impact of additional waiting time and
increased ticket prices to estimate a profit margin. This study shows that a high ALF has a
bigger impact on the DOC per ASK than increasing the FC. When an airline plans an AAM
operation, the vehicle allocation needs to be set up with respect to minimize empty flights.
Secondary empty flights could lead to additional waiting time on the vertiport where the
vehicle was requested. Formula (1) describes this part of the total travel time as tschedule. At
this point, an airline has to evaluate the passenger and its reason for picking AAM as well,
which is not part of this research.

5.3. Ticket Model

The ticket fare system as part of the income for AAM airlines was not discussed in
detail in this study, assuming a base fare and fare per km leads to a unique ticket value on
each itinerary. As mentioned in Section 2.1, EHang provides first flights in South East Asia,
where a passenger has to pay around 55e for a 20 min flight, independent of the LF and
booking time [5]. Another approach follows the idea of distributed ticket fares. That means,
the first passenger who books a flight on a certain itinerary pays more than a passenger
who fills the aircraft that is already allocated on this itinerary. In that case, low occupied
flights could occur less frequently, depending on the passenger behavior. A higher ALF
decreases the DOC per ASK, so that a lower ticket fare system can be provided. To include
such an investigation, a passenger preference model is needed.

5.4. Outlook

Section 5.1 already describes uncertainties in the DOC model due to the lack of
information. Whenever a vehicle configuration for AAM will be open for research, detailed
maintenance and overhaul aspects can be investigated, which influences the maintenance
cost. In the same way, the capital cost and depreciation benefit from price labels for AAM
vehicle since unit prices have to be deduced from press releases only. A third unknown
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influence on the DOCs is the energy consumption. At this moment manufacturers do not
publish the technical performance in terms of energy. In detail, a climb and descent as well
as a cruise consume the same amount of energy independent of the LF.

Figure 7 presents the IOC fraction related to the TOC. Since AAM airlines did not pub-
lish any detailed business models, there are no statements about the marketing, customer
services or further overhead activities yet. In fact, the indirect operating cost influences
both, the expenses on the one hand and the potential profit on the other hand. Revenue
aspects are investigated in passenger choice models as mentioned in Section 4.5.

After understanding the general economics of AAM, it is planned to integrate dif-
ferent transport modes into the business evaluation. This enables the derivation of key
performance indicators for specific AAM markets.
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AAM Advanced Air Mobility
AAV Autonomous Aerial Vehicle
ALF Average Load Factor
ANSP Air Navigation Service Provider
ASK Available Seat Kilometer
CPM Cost per Mile
DOC Direct Operating Cost
DP Depreciation Period
EIS Entry Into Service
FC Flight Cycles
FH Flight Hours
IOC Indirect Operating Cost
IR Interest Rate
LCCM Life Cycle Cost Management
LF Load Factor
LRU Line Replaceable Unit
LOI Letter of Interest
MO Maintenance and Overhaul
MTOM Maximal Take-Off Mass
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer
OEW Operating Empty Weight
RPK Revenue Passenger Kilometer
RV Residual Value Factor
SWAP Size, Weight and Power
TOC Total Operating Cost
UAM Urban Air Mobility letter acronym
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Appendix A

Table A1. Vehicle data for DOC calculation.

Value Unit EHang 216 Archer Midnight Lilium Jet

n_seat - 2 5 7
n_pilot - 0 1 1
cruise speed km/h 100 240 280
cruise altitude m 300 2000 3000
range km 35 100 250
Operating Empty Weight kg 360 2500 2475
Maximal Take-Off Mass kg 620 2950 3175
vertical acceleration m/s² 0.6 0.6 0.6
horizontal acceleration m/s² 2 2 2

Appendix B

Table A2. Inputs for DOC model.

Name Symbol Unit Value

Exchange rate €/$ 0.95
Electricity price €/kWh 0.4
Interest rate IR 0.05
Depreciation period DP a 10
Residual value factor fRV 0.1
Insurance rate fINS 0.005
Salary pilot €/a 150,000
Price OEW slope m €/kg 1938.09
Price OEW intercept b € −869,480.59
Labor rate €/h 70

MMH100 h 24
MMH200 h 40
MMH1750 h 60
MMH3500 h 80
c_mat100 $ 320
c_mat200 $ 640
c_mat1750 $ 6400
c_mat3500 $ 16,000

cleaning cleaning € 10
landing U_landing € 6

a_t 50
b_t 0.7
U_t $ 235.56
a_e 50
b_e 0.5
U_e $/km 0.99
C_landing €/pax 6
K_landing € 30
POT_pa h 8760
DT_pa h 2748.8

Ground Time groundtime h 0.83
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